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ABSTRACT
In multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL), the uncertainty of
state change and the inconsistency between agents’ local obser-
vation and global information are always the main obstacles of
cooperative multi-agent exploration. To address these challenges,
we propose a novel MARL exploration method by combining sur-
prise minimization and social influence maximization. Considering
state entropy as a measure of surprise, surprise minimization is
achieved by rewarding the individual’s intrinsic motivation (or re-
wards) for coping with more stable and familiar situations, hence
promoting the policy learning. Furthermore, we introduce mutual
information between agents’ actions as a regularizer to maximize
the social influence via optimizing a tractable variational estimation.
In this way, the agents are guided to interact positively with one
another by navigating between states that favor cooperation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
More recent multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) [2] studies
have been proposed to solve the challenge of efficiently exploring
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unknown environments and gleaning informative experiences that
could benefit the policy learning most towards optimal ones. How-
ever, while the existing exploration strategies for MARL obtain
promising learning performance, they suffer from two common
issues: (𝑎) the partial observation and non-stationary problems [3]
induce extra difficulty in the exploration measurement. (𝑏) Even
in coordinated exploration, the inconsistency between local and
global information may exist.

This paper attempts to take a step towards solving the above
issues. First, we observe that uncertainties in the environment can
keep an agent in an unstable state of change, which is not con-
ducive to exploration and learning. An example was illustrated
in [1], where the environment around an agent is unstable due to
weather changes, and if it builds a shelter and hides in it, it can
reach a stable and predictable state in the long run. Therefore, we
believe that explicitly preventing the agents from exploring states
with a high degree of arbitrary uncertainty is an important prereq-
uisite for improving the efficiency and robustness of exploration.
Inspired by this, we introduce surprise minimization to cope with
unpredictable state changes in multi-agent scenarios. However, if
only surprise is minimized, it is easy for the agents to adopt nega-
tive or conservative policies, which is detrimental to their learning
of cooperative behavior. Cooperative behaviors usually emerge be-
cause there is a lot of interaction between the cooperators [4]. To
do this, we introduce mutual information between agents’ actions
as a regularizer to maximize the social influence via optimizing
a tractable variational estimation. Social influence maximization
of policies encourages agents to interact actively with each other
rather than blindly performing unusual actions, thus enabling them
to learn to cooperate effectively. In summary, this paper proposes
a new multi-agent exploration approach by combining surprise
minimization and social influence maximization, named S2MIA. A
more stable state distribution reduces the range of states involved
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(a) Walker 3x2
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(b) Ant 4x2

Figure 1: Mean performance for Multi-Agent MuJoCo tasks
with 95% confidence interval shown in shaded areas.

in maximizing social influence. Conversely, social influential explo-
ration encourages agents to navigate between the states that favor
cooperation.

2 OUR METHODS
2.1 Individual Surprise Minimization
To incorporate individual surprise minimization into agents’ learn-
ing, we design intrinsic rewards as an embodiment of the extra
benefit an agent gets when it experiences more familiar states,
based on the history of the states it experiences under the current
policy. We assume an agent 𝑖 learns a policy 𝜋𝑖

𝜙
, parameterized by

𝜙 . The goal of surprise minimization is to minimize the entropy of
its state marginal distribution under its current policy 𝜋𝑖

𝜙
at each

time step of the episode. This state entropy can be estimated by
fitting an estimate of the visited state marginal 𝑝𝜋

𝑖
𝜙 (𝑠𝑖𝑡 ) as each

step 𝑡 , given by 𝑝\𝑖 (𝑠𝑖𝑡 ), using the states during the entire episode.
For a complete trajectory 𝜏𝑖 = {𝑠𝑖1, . . . , 𝑠

𝑖
𝑡 . . . , 𝑠𝑖

𝑇
}, We can get an

upper bound as an estimate of the sum of the entropy of each state
distribution over the whole episode:

𝑇∑︁
𝑡=0

H(𝑠𝑖𝑡 ) = −
𝑇∑︁
𝑡=0
E
𝑠𝑖𝑡∼𝑝

𝜋𝑖
𝜙 (𝑠𝑖𝑡 )

[log𝑝𝜋
𝑖
𝜙 (𝑠𝑖𝑡 )]

≤ −
𝑇∑︁
𝑡=0
E
𝑠𝑖𝑡∼𝑝

𝜋𝑖
𝜙 (𝑠𝑖𝑡 )

[log𝑝\𝑖 (𝑠𝑖𝑡 )],

(1)

where the inequality becomes an equality when 𝑝\𝑖 (𝑠𝑖𝑡 ) accurately
models 𝑝𝜋

𝑖
𝜙 (𝑠𝑖𝑡 ). Minimizing the right-hand side of the inequality is

equivalent to a new reinforcement learning maximization objective
with an additional internal reward. This leads to a new reward
function:

𝑟 (𝑠𝑖𝑡 ) = 𝑟 (𝑠𝑖𝑡 ) + 𝛼 log 𝑝\𝑖 (𝑠𝑖𝑡 ), (2)

where the coefficient 𝛼 is used to control the proportion of intrinsic
reward. The most basic principle is to put these two reward terms
on a similar magnitude.

In principle, any appropriate model class can be selected ac-
cording to the training environment to estimate the density 𝑝\ (𝑠𝑖 ).
In our experiments, 𝑝\ (𝑠𝑖 ) is simply modeled as an independent
Gaussian distribution for each dimension of the observation. In
more complex environments, when the state of an agent or the

dimensionality of observations (such as images) is large, it is ad-
visable to employ a more sophisticated density estimator or utilize
some dimensionality reduction and feature extraction techniques
(such as Variational Auto-Encoders [5]).

2.2 Social Influential Exploration
In this section, we introduce social influence as a regularization
term, which stimulates agents to maximize the mutual information
(MI) between their actions. This regularization term 𝐼 (𝑖,−𝑖) can be
added the objective function of policy optimization algorithm. By
sampling sufficient joint actions, and averaging the resulting policy
distribution of 𝑖 in each case, we can obtain the marginal policy of
𝑖 , 𝑝 (𝑎𝑖𝑡 |𝑠𝑖𝑡 ) =

∑
𝒂−𝑖
𝑡
𝑝 (𝑎𝑖𝑡 |𝒂−𝑖𝑡 , 𝑠𝑖𝑡 )𝑝 (𝒂−𝑖𝑡 |𝑠𝑖𝑡 ), that is the decentralized

policy of 𝑖 without considering the actions of other agents. The
discrepancy between the marginal policy of 𝑖 and the conditional
policy of 𝑖 given −𝑖’s action is a measure of the causal influence of
−𝑖 on 𝑖; it gives the degree to which 𝑖 changes its planned action
distribution because of actions of other agents. The influence regu-
larization term to the mutual information between the actions of
agents 𝑖 and −𝑖 , which is given by

𝐼 (𝐴𝑖 ;𝐴−𝑖 |𝑠𝑖 ) =
∑︁
a

𝑝 (a|𝑠𝑖 ) log 𝑝 (a|𝑠𝑖 )
𝑝 (𝑎𝑖 |𝑠𝑖 )𝑝 (𝒂−𝑖 |𝑠𝑖 )

=
∑︁
𝒂−𝑖

𝑝 (𝒂−𝑖 |𝑠𝑖 )𝐷𝐾𝐿 [𝑝 (𝑎𝑖 |𝒂−𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖 )∥𝑝 (𝑎𝑖 |𝑠𝑖 )] .
(3)

To maximize the social influence, estimating 𝑝 (𝑎𝑖 |𝒂−𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖 ) is the
main obstacle. By sampling 𝑁 independent trajectories from the
environment, we can perform a Monte-Carlo (MC) approximation
of the MI. Unfortunately, in many multi-agent scenarios, where the
problem space is often large, the amount of memory consumed by
MC is often unrealistic for accurate estimation. As an alternative,
for the mutual information objective, we introduce a variational
posterior 𝑞b (𝑎𝑖 |𝒂−𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖 ) via a neural network with parameters b to
derive a tractable lower bound:

𝐼 (𝐴𝑖 ;𝐴−𝑖 |𝑠𝑖 ) ≧
∑︁
𝒂−𝑖

𝑝 (𝒂−𝑖 |𝑠𝑖 )𝐷𝐾𝐿 [𝑞b (𝑎𝑖 |𝒂−𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖 )∥𝑝 (𝑎𝑖 |𝑠𝑖 )] . (4)

3 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
To verify the adaptability of S2MIA, we apply it on Heterogeneous-
Agent Proximal Policy Optimisation (HAPPO) [6]. We benchmark
HAPPO-S2MIA against other existing state-of-the-art (SOTA) algo-
rithms, which include MAPPO [9], MADDPG [7] and the original
HAPPO. We consider a total of 9 tasks in 3 different scenarios, i.e.,
Walker, HalfCheetah and Ant, in Multi-Agent MuJoCo [8] to con-
duct our experiments. The partial results are shown in Fig. 1. Agents
were evaluated for a total of 10 million environmental steps with
the lines in the plot indicating average episode rewards and the
shaded area as 95% confidence interval over 10 independent runs.
The plots show that HAPPO-S2MIA performs substantially better
than all rivals on every control task. A significant improvement in
early learning efficiency was observed in all tasks. This suggests
that under the combined effects of surprise minimization and social
influence maximization, agents can discover policies that keep the
task going more quickly. The final test result of HAPPO-S2MIA is
better than HAPPO, which also shows that our method can explore
better cooperation policies than simple entropy regularization.
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